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Hello, everyone!


We wanted to develop the best free plugin for retouchers for so long and we want you to join us in order to 

do it all together!


The free plugin format implies limited functionality. We cannot release a free plugin with full functionality, 

as it would be dumping and disrespecting for the developers of paid plugins who had invested time and 

effort in creating their products.


In the meantime, let's define with you the optimal feature set for a free compact retouching plug-in.


To this end, we have created Free Retouch series - a series of free retouching plug-ins for Adobe 

Photoshop with variable functionality.


Please use and share these plug-ins. They are all free to use and free to distribute in any way that is 

convenient for you. Even if you just sent your friends a downloaded archive or a link to our site  

 where they could download plugins, it would be great!


Your feedback will be greatly appreciated. Be sure to write to us at   and share your 

experience using plugins from Free Retouch series, and also write your wishes regarding the functionality 

of the free retouching plugin for Adobe Photoshop that you wanted would have.


Based on your feedback, we will make the perfect free plugin and all interested retouchers will have the 

opportunity to use it for free!


Free Retouch Series plugins are free on the Adobe Exchange and freeretouch.com. On many other sites 

there is no possibility of free placement of plugins, and on such sites we have to place these plugins at the 

lowest possible price allowed by the site. We do this in order to expand the audience of users of these 

plugins, and we hope that they are sympathetic to this and regard such a purchase as a donation.


